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ABSTRACT
Objective  We updated and expanded a previous systematic literature review examining the impact of tobacco control interventions on socioeconomic inequalities in smoking.

Methods  We searched the academic literature for reviews and primary research articles published between January 2006 and November 2010 that examined the socioeconomic impact of six tobacco control interventions in adults: that is, price increases, smoke-free policies, advertising bans, mass media campaigns, warning labels, smoking cessation support and community-based programmes combining several interventions. We included English-language articles from countries at an advanced stage of the tobacco epidemic that examined the differential impact of tobacco control interventions by socioeconomic status or the effectiveness of interventions among disadvantaged socioeconomic groups. All articles were appraised by two authors and details recorded using a standardised approach. Data from 77 primary studies and seven reviews were synthesised via narrative review.

Results  We found strong evidence that increases in tobacco price have a pro-equity effect on socioeconomic disparities in smoking. Evidence on the equity impact of other interventions is inconclusive, with the exception of non-targeted smoking cessation programmes which have a negative equity impact due to higher quit rates among more advantaged smokers.

Conclusions  Increased tobacco price via tax is the intervention with the greatest potential to reduce socioeconomic inequalities in smoking. Other measures studied appear unlikely to reduce inequalities in smoking without specific efforts to reach disadvantaged smokers. There is a need for more research evaluating the equity impact of tobacco control measures, and development of more effective approaches for reducing tobacco use in disadvantaged groups and communities.

BACKGROUND
While there is clear evidence for what works in reducing overall smoking levels, much less is known about the impact of tobacco control interventions on socioeconomic inequalities in smoking. In 2003, the World Bank described six cost-effective measures for reducing population tobacco use—namely, price increases, comprehensive bans on smoking in public and workplaces, bans on advertising and promotion of tobacco products, better consumer information (including mass media campaigns), warning labels on tobacco products, and help for smokers wanting to quit. These six approaches were incorporated in the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control and now form the mainstay of global efforts to reduce tobacco-related harm.

It is less clear how to reduce inequalities in smoking by socioeconomic status (SES). SES may be defined as a person’s position in the social and economic structure of society, and is recognised as a key determinant of a person’s ‘life chances’, including health. In most high-income countries, smoking prevalence has declined over the past 50 years with a particularly pronounced fall in higher socioeconomic groups. Tobacco use remains stubbornly high in lower socioeconomic groups, however, contributing to overall inequalities in health. There is now a wide body of research describing the uneven distribution of tobacco use by SES, but very little focusing on how to reduce these inequalities.

Additionally, there is a lack of consensus over which policies to prioritise in tobacco control. Joossens and Raw developed a Tobacco Control Framework for evaluating tobacco control activities at a national level; this scale gives higher weights for price increases and smoke-free legislation and lower weights for warning labels and individual cessation support. The scale predicts national quit ratios (the proportion of ever-smokers who have quit smoking) and provides a useful indication of the relative importance attached to specific tobacco control interventions by a broad panel of experts (including researchers, policy-makers and civil society groups).

Two previous reviews have examined evidence on the impact of tobacco control measures by SES. Giskes et al undertook a literature review as part of their evaluation of the equity impact of tobacco control policies across six European countries. Based on 28 articles published between 1980 and 2004, the authors found limited evidence on the SES impact of specific tobacco control measures but hypothesised that price increases, smoking bans in workplaces, advertising bans and removing barriers to smoking cessation treatments all had the potential to reduce SES inequalities in smoking.

A more detailed systematic review was undertaken by the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination (CRD) at York University based on 84 studies published in academic and grey literature to January 2006 and considering SES impact of tobacco control alongside other axes of equity (age, gender and race/ethnicity). The review considered population-level tobacco control interventions including price increases, workplace and school...
smoking bans, advertising bans and warning labels; cessation support and educational media campaigns were not considered. The authors found evidence of a pro-equity effect from tobacco price increases, but no evidence that other interventions were likely to reduce SES inequalities in smoking.

We aimed to review and synthesise existing evidence on the equity impact of tobacco control interventions by SES, building on the previous CRD review21 but expanding its focus to include educational media campaigns and smoking cessation services (ie, programmes offering formal assistance to smokers attempting to quit in the form of pharmacotherapy and/or behavioural or motivational support). Our review was conducted as part of a research project exploring tobacco control and smoking inequalities in England.23

METHODS

Our search strategy built on those used in two previous reviews21 22 24 which were modified to capture all six interventions described by the World Bank1 including price increases, smoke-free policies, advertising bans, educational media campaigns, warning labels and smoking cessation support, as well as community-based programmes combining two or more of the above (see online supplementary appendix for detailed search terms). Searches spanned January 2006 to September 2010 and covered 12 databases (BIOSIS; CINAHL Plus; Cochrane Library; DARE Database—including Health Technology Assessment Database and National Health Service (NHS) Economic Evaluation Database; EconLit; EMBASE; ISI Technology and Science Proceedings; Medline; PsychInfo; Science Citation Index; and the Social Science Citation Index). These were supplemented by hand-searching of four journals (Addiction; Nicotine and Tobacco Research; Social Science and Medicine; and Tobacco Control) from January 2009 to November 2010, including articles published online.

We included English language articles examining the impact of tobacco control interventions in adults (18 years and over) in countries at an advanced stage of the tobacco epidemic.8 9 Articles were excluded if they did not include data on SES impact (either the differential impact of tobacco control measures by SES or their impact in low-SES groups) or if the study population did not include adults. Reviews and primary research articles were included, although the latter were excluded if findings were already included via a review or more recent article. Where published reviews did not consider equity impact but included data from primary studies on SES impact,25 26 these primary studies were screened and articles meeting our inclusion criteria were included in this review.27–29 Besides publication in peer-reviewed journals no minimum criteria were set for study quality.

We identified 10 345 articles, of which 4162 were duplicates and a further 91 not written in English (figure 1). One article could not be located, and a further 5336 were excluded on the basis of the title (ie, the title clearly indicated the article did not present results of original research or a systematic review featuring a tobacco control intervention directed at adults). Abstracts for the remaining 755 articles were evaluated against study criteria by two members of the study team; 380 were excluded based on abstracts and 286 were excluded following review of the full text. Of the remaining 89 articles, five primary studies were already included via systematic reviews: thus, a total of 84 articles (seven reviews and 77 research articles) were included in our review.

All articles were reviewed by two authors and details extracted using a standardised form. Standardised assessment of study quality was not attempted because of the diverse research methods employed; instead, individual studies were assessed in accordance with generic epidemiological principles relating to internal and external validity.30 Differences in assessment were resolved through discussion and consensus, involving all four authors where necessary.

Evidence was summarised via narrative synthesis. In synthesising data on the equity impact of specific interventions, evidence was judged to be stronger where the following criteria were met: (i) the internal and external validity of individual studies were considered to be high; (ii) the study design demonstrated a temporal relationship between the intervention and outcome under study; (iii) study outcomes included measures of actual smoking behaviour (rather than relying on intermediate measures such as awareness, programme participation or self-reported perceptions); and (iv) consistent results were obtained across several studies.

RESULTS

Over half the articles identified in this review examined the equity impact of smoking cessation support. In contrast, we found no published studies examining the impact of advertising bans or health warnings by SES. A modest number of studies examined equity impact of price increases, smoke-free environment policies and education campaigns, while only four focused on multi-faceted interventions delivered at the community level (see table 1).
Most articles reported quantitative results from observational or intervention studies of individual tobacco control interventions; very few used qualitative methods. Outcomes ranged from smoking prevalence and quit rates to more intermediate measures such as awareness of health messages, contact with services, quit attempts and quit rates. Studies employed a wide variety of SES indicators including income, education, occupational class, health insurance status (in the USA) and area-level deprivation.

Since the majority of studies focused on the impact of single interventions, results are presented by intervention type with a final section describing multifaceted approaches (multiple tobacco control interventions delivered simultaneously at a community level). One review20 and one primary study19 examined the impact of several tobacco control measures by education; results from these are presented separately in the relevant sections. Schaap et al also sought to examine the collective impact of multiple national policies via the Tobacco Control Scale17 using cross-sectional data from 18 European countries.19 While higher educated smokers were more likely to have quit smoking in all 18 countries, the authors did not find conclusive evidence that this educational disparity was related to national tobacco control policies.

**PRICE INCREASES**

Based on seven primary studies, the CRD review identified tobacco price increases as the intervention with the greatest potential to reduce SES inequalities in adults.21 We identified a further two reviews20 34 and seven primary studies19 20 33–39 examining the impact of tobacco price increases by SES. The most recent of the two reviews34 supported the hypothesis that price increases have a greater impact on tobacco use in low-income compared with high-income groups.40–42 An earlier review20 reported greater price-responsiveness among manual compared with white-collar workers,43 but also noted evidence that smokers in low-SES groups may substitute lower cost or income compared with high-income groups.40 Price increases have a greater impact on tobacco use in low-income smokers.35

Three primary studies evaluated the impact of tobacco price increases by income and found evidence of greater price-responsiveness in low-income smokers.35–37 Franks et al37 reported a decline in price-sensitivity in all income groups over time, and suggest that the effectiveness of price increases may diminish with increasing baseline tobacco price. One study reported that low-income smokers were less responsive to increases in cigarette price, but the validity of this finding is limited by small sample size and likely response bias.33 Evidence on impact by education was more mixed, with two studies reporting greater price responsiveness in low-education smokers46–48 and two finding either no difference or slightly greater price-responsiveness in middle- and high-education groups.19 39

**SMOKE-FREE ENVIRONMENTS**

The CRD review identified 14 studies evaluating smoking bans in public or workplaces.21 The authors found no evidence of a differential effect by education or income, but weak evidence that workplace smoking restrictions may be more effective for higher occupational groups. We identified one further review20 and a further 12 primary studies evaluating the impact of smoking restrictions by SES.19 43–53

Giskes et al27 found several studies supporting the contention that workplace smoking restrictions reduce workers’ tobacco exposures, but only one that considered their impact by SES. This study (not included in the CRD review) found that smoking restrictions were more likely to be implemented in professional than in manual workplaces.34 Further evidence of uneven implementation comes from five studies examining workplace smoking restrictions in the presence of national or state level legislation.44–49 Higher educated workers in California and the Netherlands were more likely to benefit from the introduction of smoke-free workplace legislation in terms of reduced exposure to secondhand smoke (SHS)45–47 and increased smoking cessation.46–47 There is weak evidence that legislation banning smoking in pubs and restaurants is less likely to be enforced in disadvantaged areas48 and more likely to benefit higher-income staff.49

A few studies demonstrated benefits in overall tobacco exposure following introduction of smoke-free legislation. None of these demonstrated differential impact by SES, although they may have been underpowered to do so. Evaluation of comprehensive smoke-free legislation in Scotland and England showed increased cessation50 51 and decreased SHS exposure52 in public and workplaces following implementation, but no evidence of differential impact by SES—possibly reflecting limited study power at a subpopulation level. Similarly, Schaap et al19 found higher quit ratios in those European countries with workplace/public smoking bans, but no evidence of a differential effect by education.

A lack of legislation is associated with more pronounced SES gradients in ‘voluntary’ (non-legislated) workplace smoking restrictions.53 54 This might be interpreted as indirect evidence that comprehensive smoke-free legislation has the potential to reduce SES gradients in workplace SHS exposure (ie, a pro-equity effect)—a possibility consistent with qualitative evaluation of smoke-free legislation in Scotland, which found the most marked changes occurred among smokers living in disadvantaged areas.32 Adverse effects of legislation may also be more pronounced in disadvantaged smokers, however, as suggested by evidence that smoke-free legislation in England encouraged smokers to quit but may have increased social isolation among older smokers.55

Overall, there is mixed evidence on the impact of smoke-free legislation on socioeconomic inequalities in tobacco exposure in public or workplaces. Several cross-sectional studies demonstrate higher workplace exposure to tobacco smoke among less advantaged social groups,45–47 56 but the effect of smoke-free legislation on this gradient is unclear since evaluations assessing
exposure before and after legislation have failed to demonstrate a differential impact.50–52

EDUCATIONAL AND MEDIA CAMPAIGNS
Three reviews57–59 and 12 primary studies 28 31 60–69 (not included in the CRD review51) examined the impact of mass media health education and smoking cessation campaigns. Overall, evidence for a differential impact by SES was inconclusive.

The most relevant of the three reviews focused on the effectiveness of mass media campaigns for low-SES groups, based on 50 predominantly US studies.57 Population-based media campaigns were generally found to have lower impact among low-SES smokers, while campaigns targeting low-SES smokers showed no clear impact on smoking behaviour. The authors concluded that media campaigns were ‘often less effective, sometimes equally effective, but rarely more effective’ in promoting cessation among disadvantaged populations, and may therefore inadvertently contribute to inequalities in smoking.57

Two Cochrane reviews evaluated the overall effectiveness of mass media smoking cessation campaigns—both with59 and without18 incentives—although neither included an explicit focus on impact by SES. Both reviews included studies examining SES indicators as predictors of smokers’ responsiveness, but findings were inconclusive—possibly reflecting limitations in the study design and explanatory power.58 59

Multiple media
We found seven studies examining the equity impact of smoking cessation campaigns conducted through multiple media,31 64–69 none of which produced conclusive findings—in part because of mixed results, but also because of weak study design. Four US studies evaluated campaigns promoting local quit lines;64–67 while three reported greater quitline awareness among less educated smokers,65–67 only one examined smoking outcomes—and found higher quit rates among high-income smokers.66 A Dutch study found greater campaign responsiveness among more educated smokers,31 while an evaluation of the UK’s ‘No Smoking Day’ campaign reported similar responses by SES.68 Evaluation of a targeted campaign in Canada was inconclusive.69

Television
Three US studies examined the impact of antismoking television campaigns by SES.60–62 These provide weak evidence that advertisements using personal testimony are more likely to have neutral equity impact compared with traditional information-based advertisements, which tend to have greater impact among high-SES smokers.

Internet
Two US studies examined smoking cessation campaigns delivered via internet advertisements, but found little evidence of effectiveness among low-SES smokers.28 63

HEALTH WARNINGS AND ADVERTISING BANS
The CRD review found no consistent evidence that health warnings on tobacco products have an equity impact,21 although only two studies examined this in adults.70 71 We found no further studies examining the equity impact of health warnings, and (consistent with the CRD review) none examining advertising bans.

SMOKING CESSATION SUPPORT
We identified two reviews72 73 and 44 primary studies 28 29 31 74–114 that attempted to evaluate the SES impact of smoking cessation services.

Behavioural and pharmacotherapy
Two reviews72 73 and 20 primary studies 74–93 examined the equity impact of smoking cessation services combining pharmacotherapy with behavioural support (either group based or one-to-one). Nine primary studies examined the differential impact of cessation services by SES, while 11 focused on interventions targeting low-SES populations.

Based on 20 studies of cessation support delivered through the UK NHS, Bauld et al 72 reported consistently lower quit rates among smokers from deprived areas. Several services sought to address this inequity by concentrating cessation programmes in more deprived areas; while service uptake increased in targeted communities, actual quit rates remained lower in more advantaged areas.

A second review focused on cessation services targeting disadvantaged groups.73 Access to services among low-SES smokers was shown to improve when these were targeted at disadvantaged areas, although the authors found limited evidence for increases in actual quitting.

A further nine primary studies examined the impact of combined pharmaco-behavioural therapy by SES 74–82 with most showing lower quit rates among low-SES smokers cessation programmes delivered through national health systems had consistently lower success among deprived smokers both in the UK74 75 and New Zealand77—all though the New Zealand study showed targeting of deprived areas resulted in higher service uptake, which compensated for lower quit rates. Pharmaco-behavioural cessation programmes in the USA and Canada also reported lower quit rates among smokers from low-SES groups (measured by education,78 self-rated social status 79 and insurance status 80 ). Evaluation of two inpatient smoking cessation interventions in the USA and Sweden found no conclusive differences by SES.81 82

A further 11 primary studies examined cessation programmes targeting low-SES populations, including three from the UK,83–85 seven from the USA86–92 and one from Australia.93 UK research showed very low quit rates among low-SES smokers despite high levels of interest,83–85 although one Scottish programme reported quite high rates cessation among young pregnant women from deprived communities.84 US-based research largely comprised small studies recruiting smokers from low-income neighbourhoods or health services aimed at low-income groups, often including a high proportion of ethnic minorities. Several targeted cessation trials in the USA86 88 89 92 and one in Australia93 reported relatively high quit rates, although these studies were generally small (100 participants or fewer). Two larger studies87 91 targeted ‘disadvantaged’ communities but attracted smokers with a range of SES; both reported greater success among high-SES individuals.87 89

Behavioural therapy
Six primary studies evaluated behavioural support without pharmacotherapy, including three evaluating equity impact in broad population groups 94–96 and three targeting low-SES groups.97–99

Successful quitting was associated with higher education in two North American studies evaluating behavioural support among healthcare users, including pregnant smokers in New York94 and patients admitted to a coronary care unit in
Canada. Similarly, a study focusing on rural smokers in Kansas found higher levels of engagement among participants with higher education and income levels.

Three studies targeting low-SES groups (including pregnant women in the USA, low-income women in Canada, and blue-collar workers in the USA and Canada) provide weak evidence that behavioural therapies promote smoking cessation in these groups—although since two of the three studies did not provide data on the SES profile of programme participants, it is unclear to what extent these programmes actually reached their target populations.

Pharmacotherapy
Two primary studies explored the equity impact of pharmacotherapy as a stand-alone intervention. One reported greater relapse among smokers with lower occupational class and education, while results from the other are difficult to interpret in relation to SES since participants had a mixed profile (including low income and employment but high education).

Telephone-based support
Five studies examined SES impact of telephone-based cessation support (quitlines), including three from the USA and two from Australia. Three of these studies aimed to evaluate the impact of quitline support by SES, while two assessed the effectiveness of quitlines for low-income smokers.

Studies evaluating the effectiveness of quitline services by SES suggest that smokers with higher education are more likely to quit using these services, although evidence is sparse and findings are mixed. An evaluation of quitline recruitment in Australia found those agreeing to use the quitline were more likely to have university-level qualifications compared with the general profile of smokers in the region, while evaluation of a quitline in Minnesota found smokers with university-level qualifications were more likely to succeed in quitting. In contrast, evaluation of a Washington state quitline found no difference in self-reported quitting by education.

Two studies provide weak evidence of the effectiveness of quitlines in low-SES smokers. An Australian study found very low recruitment among smokers from less advantaged blue-collar workers in the USA and Canada. Two cohort-based evaluations showed limited or no impact from brief interventions in low-SES women: one found women smokers attending public health clinics were more motivated to quit but no more likely to be abstinent following a brief intervention, while the other found no effect from brief cessation interventions among low-education women.

Other support
Three primary studies examined unusual forms of cessation intervention that did not fit any of the above categories. Successful quitting was associated with higher education in studies of incentivised and psychologically-tailored cessation support, a very small trial of automated telephone follow-up found no evidence of any equity impact.

MULTI-FACETED APPROACHES (COMMUNITY-BASED PROGRAMMES)
Very few studies have examined interventions using a combination of approaches to reduce adult smoking. We identified four primary evaluations of multi-faceted approaches, with limited evidence of any effect.

The most promising of these studies was an ecological evaluation of New York City’s comprehensive tobacco control programme (including taxation, smoke-free legislation, education and promotion of cessation services), focusing on smoking in young adults. Young adult smoking declined in the 3 years following the programme, with greater reductions in low-income neighbourhoods. While these results are encouraging, their validity is somewhat limited by the evaluation’s reliance on repeat cross-sectional data which does not account for population mobility (likely to be particularly high in this group).

A 2008 Cochrane review found limited evidence that community interventions reduce smoking prevalence in adults. The review did not explicitly examine the SES impact of such interventions, although one primary study (focused on women in New England) reported high quitting among low-income smokers in response to a targeted intervention.

Two studies from the Netherlands evaluated community interventions targeting several health behaviours (including smoking) in deprived areas. Neither found evidence of reduced smoking prevalence in these communities.

DISCUSSION
We identified 84 articles (including 77 primary studies and seven reviews) that included some assessment of the impact of tobacco control measures by SES and that were not included in a previously published review. Over half of these articles focused on cessation support, with far fewer examining equity impact of price increases, smoke-free environments, media campaigns or community-based approaches. No new studies assessed the SES impact of advertising bans or health warnings.

As with the previous CRD review, our review provided strong evidence that increases in tobacco price have a pro-equity effect on the SES gradient in smoking (table 2). Increased tobacco price (via tax) is the only one of six tobacco control interventions described by the World Bank to have a clear pro-equity effect. Evidence on the impact of two other interventions is somewhat mixed. Workplace exposure to tobacco smoke is
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known to be higher among less advantaged social groups, but there is no clear evidence on the equity impact of introducing comprehensive smoke-free legislation. Evidence on the SES impact of media campaigns is scarce; a majority of studies suggest that such campaigns are less effective among low-SES groups, although some studies suggest campaigns including personal testimony may be more effective in reaching low-SES smokers.

There is consistent evidence that mainstream smoking cessation services produce higher quit rates among high-SES smokers, and are therefore unlikely to reduce inequalities in smoking. A small number of studies have demonstrated that cessation services can achieve greater effectiveness in low-SES smokers by concentrating support in less advantaged communities, and that, where such targeting occurs, increased recruitment among low-SES smokers can compensate for lower quit rates. In disadvantaged communities, high levels of interest did not always translate into successful quitting. While some small studies report more positive results, we agree with previous reviewers that studies examining cessation services in disadvantaged groups are often limited by weak design. Targeted cessation services may have a role to play in reducing smoking inequalities, but more work needs to be done in developing support programmes tailored to low-SES smokers.

An important outcome of this review is confirmation of the limited evidence base examining the impact of tobacco control measures by SES. Much of the evidence reviewed came from studies where an intervention’s equity impact was not the primary evaluative aim: since most studies are neither designed nor adequately powered to address this, negative findings are difficult to interpret. A second, and equally important, limitation is the scarcity of research examining tobacco control interventions other than cessation support. This is particularly regrettable given price increases and smoke-free environments legislation are thought to be the most effective tobacco control interventions at a population level, while cessation support is of more modest significance.

Third, a majority of studies sought to evaluate the impact of a single intervention, whereas tobacco control is typically multi-faceted with several interventions developing in parallel in a particular jurisdiction. This makes it difficult (and perhaps unrealistic) to distinguish between the effects of different components in a tobacco control programme; yet, we found only four studies that attempted to evaluate the SES impact of multi-faceted population-level approaches, while a previous review found none.

These limitations reflect broader challenges in developing an effective evidence base for tackling health inequalities. Health researchers are often drawn to study designs featuring experimental interventions and individual health behaviours (the classical randomised control trial) since these are easier to undertake and analyse, and are often regarded as more ‘robust’ in generating evidence of causality. Population-level interventions—including legislation, media campaigns and multi-faceted programmes—are more difficult to evaluate since they are almost never randomly assigned, their implementation depends on local context and their impact (both planned and unplanned) are typically diffuse. Yet, these upstream interventions offer the most promise for reducing inequalities in health (including tobacco use), meaning policy-makers require the kinds of ‘messy’ evidence produced by observational and ecological studies. We need greater investment in these kinds of research (particularly studies following communities over a period of time) and a broader understanding of the kinds of evidence that can inform policy development in tobacco control.

By limiting our review to English language literature and studies of adults, we may have excluded some relevant evidence. Evaluation of the 2006 Scottish smoke-free legislation found a positive equity impact on SHS exposure among primary school children, encouraging result that may have implications for low-SES adults. The previous CRD review included studies focused on children and young people but found no evidence on differential effects by parental income, occupation or educational level. Given the importance of smoking uptake in driving overall prevalence, there is clearly a need for more research on the SES impact of tobacco control measures in children and young people.

**CONCLUSIONS**

There is strong evidence that increases in tobacco price have a pro-equity effect on smoking behaviour. Other tobacco control measures are unlikely to help reduce inequalities in smoking without specific efforts to make these more accessible and

---

**Table 2** Summary of evidence for equity impact of tobacco control interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention</th>
<th>TCS weighting*</th>
<th>Likely equity impact†</th>
<th>Strength of evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smoke-free environments</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Consistent evidence that workplace exposure to tobacco smoke is higher among less advantaged social groups, but no clear evidence on how the introduction of smoke-free legislation may affect this gradient (since evaluative studies have not demonstrated a differential impact by SES).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Educational media campaigns</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Mixed</td>
<td>Mixed evidence base. Several studies suggest media campaigns are less effective among low-SES groups. Some evidence that advertisements using personal testimony may do better in reaching low-SES smokers; of more traditional advertisements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising bans</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>No evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health warnings</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>No evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking cessation support</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>Consistent evidence of lower quit rates in low-SES smokers using cessation services. Negative equity impact may be attenuated by concentrating services in more deprived areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi-faceted (community-based)</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>No clear effect</td>
<td>Very limited evidence</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*Maximum score on 100-point Tobacco Control Scale.†That is, whether the intervention is associated with a decrease (=positive) or increase (=negative) in the SES gradient in smoking. SES, socioeconomic status; TCS, Tobacco Control Scale.
effective for disadvantaged smokers. There is a need for more research evaluating the equity impact of population-level tobacco control measures, particularly multi-faceted approaches and those targeting less advantaged communities.

What is already known on this subject

- While overall smoking prevalence has fallen in most high-income countries, there are substantial inequalities in tobacco use by socioeconomic status (SES).
- There is a lack of clear evidence regarding the impact of tobacco control interventions on SES inequalities in tobacco use.

What this paper adds

- Increased tobacco price is the only tobacco control intervention shown to have a clear pro-equity impact on smoking.
- Mainstream non-targeted smoking cessation programmes appear to have a negative equity impact on socioeconomic status (SES) inequalities in smoking due to their greater effectiveness among high-SES smokers.
- More research is needed to identify interventions and strategies with the potential to reduce SES inequalities in tobacco use.
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Appendix: Search strategy for literature review

The following search terms, with adjustments to the wildcards and operators where appropriate, were used on BIOSIS, CINAHL Plus, Cochrane Library, DARE Database, EMBASE, EconLit, ISI Technology and Science Proceedings, Medline, PsycInfo, Science Citation Index, and the Social Science Citation Index for articles published from January 2006 to September 2010.

1. smoking
2. smoking cessation
3. tobacco
4. “tobacco use disorder”
5. nicotine
6. smokers or smoker
7. cigar*
8. OR/1-7
9. ((smok* or anti NEXT smok* or tobacco or cigarette*) NEAR/3 (ban or bans or prohibit* or restrict* or discourage*))
10. ((smok* or anti NEXT smok* or tobacco or cigarette*) NEAR/3 (workplace or work NEXT site or worksite))
11. TI ((smok* or anti-smok* or tobacco or cigarette*) N3 (public place* or public space* or public area* or office* or school* or institution*)) OR AB ((smok* or anti NEXT smok* or tobacco or cigarette*) NEAR/3 (public place* or public space* or public area* or office* or school* or institution*))
12. ((smok* or anti NEXT smok* or tobacco or cigarette*) NEAR/3 (legislat* or government* or authorit* or law or laws or bylaw* or byelaw* or bye NEXT law* or regulation*))
13. ((tobacco NEXT free or smoke NEXT free) NEAR/3 (hospital or inpatient or outpatient or institution*))
14. ((tobacco NEXT free or smoke NEXT free) NEAR/3 (facilit* or zone* or area* or site* or place* or environment* or air))
15. ((tobacco or smok* or cigarette*) NEAR/3 (campaign* or advertis* or advertiz*))
16. ((billboard* or advertis* or advertiz* or sale or sales or sponsor*) NEAR/3 (restrict* or limit* or ban or bans or prohibit*))
17. (tobacco NEXT control NEAR/3 (program* or initiative* or policy or policies or intervention* or activity or activities or framework))
18. ((smok* or tobacco) adj (policy or policies or program*))
19. ((retailer* or vendor*) NEAR/3 (educat* or surveillance* or prosecut* or legislat*))
20. test purchas*
21. voluntary agreement*
22. health warning*
23. ((tobacco or cigarette*) NEAR/3 (tax or taxes or taxation or excise or duty NEXT free or duty NEXT paid or customs))
24. ((cigarette* or tobacco) NEAR/3 (packaging or packet*))
25. ((cigarette* or tobacco) NEAR/3 (marketing or marketed))
26. ((cigarette* or tobacco) NEAR/3 (price* or pricing))
27. point of sale
28. vending machine*
30. (trade NEXT (restrict* or agreement*))
32. (contraband* or smuggl* or bootleg* or cross NEXT border shopping)
33. (tobacco control act or clean air or clean indoor air)
34. ((reduce* or prevent*) NEAR/3 (environmental tobacco smoke or passive smok* or secondhand smok* or second hand smok* or SHS))
35. ((population level or population based or population orientated or population oriented) NEAR/3 (intervention* or prevention or policy or policies or program* or project*))
36. (community) NEAR/3 (intervention* or prevention or policy or policies or program* or project*))
37. “smoking cessation” or “cessation support”
38. smokefree or smoke-free or “smoke free”
39. 8 AND OR/9-38